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• For prescriptions written by physicians using 
real-time benefits information, which are filled 
by the member, when a lower-cost preferred 
alternative is presented, physicians are switching 
to the lower-cost alternative 40 percent of the 
time. In these cases, the member cost was 
$130 lower per fill, on average, compared to the 
original non-preferred drug selected.

• Members using our Check Drug Cost tool are 
filling lower-cost alternatives 20 percent of the 
time and saving an average of $120 per fill.

• CVS pharmacists using Rx Savings Finder* help 
members save an average of $420 per year.

In today’s era of rising drug prices, consumers are shouldering a greater portion of their 
health care costs, which includes their prescription drugs. CVS Health launched real-time 
benefits to help make it easier for plan members to afford the medications they need to 
stay on the path to better health.

It's one of the most comprehensive solutions in the market today, which has proven to 
save members money.

When physicians use real-time benefits they get:

• A response on alternative therapies within  
1 second, on average. 

• A decision on an electronic prior authorization 
request in as little as 6 seconds. 

• Brand and generic alternatives, clinically mapped 
for 90% of drugs written for our members**

Physicians are switching to a covered drug 75 
percent of the time when the original drug is not 
covered. This helps get more affordable medications 
to members faster.

Ease of Use for Prescribers

Our proprietary engine, Script Intelligence, powers 
our unique database of clinically mapped therapeutic 
alternatives. It provides:

• Up to five clinically appropriate brand or  
generic alternatives specific to the member's 
plan design.

• Drugs with equal or better formulary status on 
the member's specific plan.

By year’s end, we anticipate our engine will be 
mapped to more than 90 percent of prescriptions 
written for our members.

Member-Specific, Actionable 
Information

Our real-time benefits solution connects with more 
stakeholders through numerous touchpoints.

• We seamlessly connect to physician offices 
through electronic health records. We expect to 
be connected to more than 250,000 physician’s 
offices by the end of 2019. 

• Nearly 30,000 CVS pharmacists can identify 
savings opportunities using Rx Savings Finder.

• All members have access to our Check Drug 
Cost tool, which today, averages 230,000 
searches per month.

Reaching Multiple Care Points

Delivering Real Savings



4 Fool-Proof Questions to Ask:

While other versions of real-time benefits may all appear to be the same, and even claim 
to have the same capabilities, they are not all created equal. 

We developed a checklist you can use to help you evaluate other solutions in the market. 
This will help determine whether you have the right solution to help lower out-of-pocket 
costs for your members, ensure greater formulary compliance, and ensure a better 
member experience and improved adherence.

Are your real-time benefits the real deal?

Does your solution deliver real, quantifiable member savings?

Is real-time, member-specific information available across multiple points 
of care — prescribers, pharmacists and members?***

Do the alternatives include clinically appropriate brands or generics that 
lead to prescribers switching to a lower-cost, preferred drug?

Is your solution integrated into an electronic health record and/or 
e-prescribing workflow?
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For more information, visit payorsolutions.cvshealth.com or contact your CVS Health Account team. 

*When members present their prescriptions.

**Projected as of end of 2018.

***Rx Savings Finder is only available at CVS Pharmacy, however up to five clinically appropriate therapeutic alternatives are provided, specific to 
member’s formulary to all pharmacies.

Source: CVS Health Enterprise Analytics, 2018.

CVS Health uses and shares data as allowed by applicable law, and by our agreements and our information firewall.

Savings will vary based upon a variety of factors including things such as plan design, demographics and programs implemented by the plan.
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